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Abstract: This paper attempts to investigate tne distribution of child loss from a family through
probability models. The suitability of the models has been tesrcd with the real sets of sample survey data
froth Nepal, Libya and Brazil. Poissorl geomctric and displaced geometric distributions have been fitted
to describe the distribution of families according to the number of child deaths. The parameters have
been estimated by maximum likelihooC method. It was found that the proposed geometric and displaced
geometric distributions more or less provided a suitable description of child loss pattern at micro tevel
(family level). These distributions fitted satisfactorily well to all flre sets of sample dat4 which may be
utilised to predict the risk of child loss in a hmily in any society. Findings may help planners and policy
makers for designing proper policies and programs in a country.

l. Introduction

The force of mortality is still high at the younger ages particularly during the infancy Il]
Level and trend of early childhood mortality indicate the standard of rJevelopmint of a country
A high rate of child mortality in a society indicates the reproductive wastages of physicil,
economical and psychological potential of a woman, and consequently shows a low level of
success of a counfy's health program [2]. The child mortality has been of interest to
researchers because of its apparent relationship with fertility and indirect relationship with the
acceptance of modern contraceptive means [3]. The distribution of deaths with respect to age
during the infancy is usually not governed by any single universal larv because there exisia
number of distinct pattems, which might be changed over time. It has been increasingly
realised for several reasons that child loss from a family needs to be examined besides infani
deaths [4]. The reported data ofdeaths during infancy and childhood suffer fiom substantial
degree of errors where vital registration system of such information is not available [5].
Usually errors occur due to recall lapse, which result in omission of events, misplacemeni of
dates and the distortion of reports on the duration of vital events [2, 5J. To overcome such
limitations, models served the purpose and are needed to be developed to remove such
variations due to these biases from one age to another. In fact, a model may smooth the data
and provides a reasonable distribution ofdeaths according to age.

A number of attempts have been made to study the age patteffi af mortality by using
models'i2,6,7,8,9, 10, ll l. Initially, Keyfitz [i2] used ahyperbolic function to studythe
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infant and child mortariry. choc [r3l uscd ltcibolt firtion and Harrnan [r4] appried aIogarithmic function for the 
rnte P*# Krtr- d Jm trit *ilir.a parero disfiibution rodescribe the distribution of infant 

'd"-6. 
; fq.d r ;;;i;.fiuing. chauhan [16]suggested finite rangemodel to study tbc dcd,s ,3g tF f,," u, ,."* Finite range modelwas proposed by Mukherjee and Isram [r4 n rctd'ry-an!; k t l,*rroorttry and Rajna[18] checked the suitability and modified ti f", g.d'rts oi 

".r''*rr,ip 
turrtion. Bhuyanand Deogratias [r9] used a modified potya a.pptimo&r o $d] d,. petrern of chird ross in

il!f,|[:*:'|##fi: 
renect an i""'*i'e #rhrin .aruiJ; noders r* a"*"rle

An adequate research work on dc pancrn of cl:ird b6s from a family has not been doneyet in Nepal, which may be due to lacl br *cr.o uutg rescachers or lack of reliable data.child loss from a family has- an importarr irdbbr ri ue *.ii-i.ing of the country, ingeneral, and, in particurar, we[$eing of thc wonrcntcalth 
]*,-*ir oaper a$empts to studythe distributional pattern of farnihcs- -"onurg to rhe numbe. or .r,iti loss (under 5 years)through some probabiliry models. varbus r"d or daa from Nepal and other countries havealso been used to discr-rss sc appricabitiry of the procedures proposect in this paper.

2. Models

As mentioned otlie'-, some probability distributions have been discussed this section tostudy the distribution offamilies iccordin! to the numbet or.rrilJ aruths (deaths within thefirst five years of lifc)'.The assumption oTusing probability distribuiions is that only those

ffilf}lff" 
considered in wtrictr at t"ast one uirth prior to m" ,uiu"y date (study point)

2.1. Poiseon Distribution

Letxdenote the number of child deaths in a family at the survey point which follow aPoisson distribution. The probability mass function ofX is
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Taking logarithms of (2) od diffcrcntiating with respect to ,r. and equating it to zero, we get
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On solving (3), ttre estimdcs of i can easily be obtained as

(4) i =E

2.2. Qeometric Distribution

LotXdenote the number of child deaths in a family at the survey point which follows ageomefic distribution. The probability mass function oiXis
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It involves a single parameter p to be estimated from the observed distibution of families
according to the number of child deaths. The likelihood function can be expressed as

(6) r,=f]ftp(r=&)l= fftoo'l
t4 

-r*
ZL

(7) L = poqta

Taking logarithms of (7) and differentiating with rospect to p and equating it to zero, we get

(8 )  6 t9e l  =n  - !F  =o
6 p  p  r - p

On solving (8), the estimate of p can easily be obained

2.3. A Mixture of T\vo Displaced Geometric Distribution

Let Xdenote the number of child deaths in a family at the survey point. The disfiibution
ofX is derived under some assumptions as (i) only those families are considered in which at
le:sr one birth prior to the survey has had occurred, (ii) at the survey point, a family either has

experienced a child loss or not and let p and(l-F)be the respective proportions, (iii) out ofl
proportion of families, let f be the proportion of families in which only one child death has
occurred, and (iv) remaining (l-!)P proportion of families, experiencing multiple child
deaths, which follows a displaced geomefiic disfibution with parameterp according to the
number of child deaths.

Hence with these assumptions, the probability disribution ofXis written as

(t0)
n@= k1= 1-P for *: o '

= ! p  f o r * = l

^ l
P = -'  

l + h
(e)

:0-4)Bpqk-2 for  t=  2,3, .  . .

Model (10) involves three parameters {, p andp to be estimated from the observed
dishibution of families according to the number of child deaths. Let q, rz, . . ., r11 denote a

random sample of size Nfrom the population (10). Further, suppose tlnt 4 (ft = 0, 1,2, . . .,

zr) be the number of observations corresponding to the value of t and ioo =.1/. The
l=o

likelihood function for the given sample can be expressed as

L=frlp@=k)f,k =(t- p),0((p\,, i l (r -!)pwk-2j",
/s=0

( 1 1 ) L=(l- p)no !u pn-"o (l-!)o-'n-ot pil-no-nr

Taking logarithm of (11) and differentiating with respectto p,{

equating it to zero, we get

xr-z)nr
qot

andp respectively and
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6loeL no ' rt-f,l -O
(12) T=-T4+T4-

6 lag ! -=9 -n -= ' t . ] - o t  =o
( r3)  T-7 , -!  

^
l'(h-27n2

6logl -n-no-q - f-3' =0
(r4)  T--  p r -P

From (12), (13) and (la), tlrc estimatcs of P 'E odp can easily be estimated as

t  n - L . r =  n i  
a r d  O = *f  =7 ,5  - -n_72o .  -  

, r_ rh  _ r r )  * i1 i  _ r1n ,

Vaiiancesutdcovriancesoftheestimstcsoftheproctcrsreobtainedbytakingsecond
partial derivatives of bgtr as

6 2 l o g l  - -  \  = - " - h(15) 
6p, 

- 
(r- ilz p'
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Takingthe fictthat E(ns\=rtf, \x,=or, = 
E 

t p(xi =0)=f, o - p|=n(l'p\'msimilar

way we cmwrite E(nl1=ngB' E(n)=n(l-6\Fpqv-2 for h=2'3' ' ' ' 'tn,

E(n' no) = ilP, E(n - th - nt\ = nF (l - !\ nd
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= r{r-Ofqtt-t:;' -(m-2)qn-21, for small tn

= n(l - o)f q 
, for large rz ,

p
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(2r\
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-.62logL - n0(r- ! \
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sin"" rr'lLg,,r ,= ,rollo:t 1= 01fu!) = 0 , so the covariances between the
6 P 6 ! '  

' 6 ! 6 p '  - 6 F 6 p

estimators becomes zero. Hence asymptotic variances of the estimators can be obtained as,

^ r ^ l
v(9\= 

hr' 
v(!)=fi' and

- t
YG)=m ufren zr is small

I=ffi whcn rz is large'

3. Applications

The proposed distributions have been applied to the real sets of sample survey data of

Dunographic Survey of Fertility and Mobility in Rural Nepal (DSFM): A Study of Palpa and

Rupandehi Disticts, which was carried out in 2000 [21. Besides, one set of data has been taken

from a household sample survey of Brazil in 1996 [9]. Another set of data from Northeast

Libya conducted under a sample survey in 1987 [201.
The paprneters of the proposed models have been estimated by the method of modmum

likelihood. The observed and expected number of families (along with the estimates of the

parameters) according to the number of child deaths is presented in Tables I to 3. It is seen that

lhe Poisson distibution does not give a good fit to the _data sets whereas the geomefic

distribution and displaced geometric distibution provided a good frt to all the data sets. The

estimated value of pthat shows the proportion of families experienced a child loss, was found

slightly higher for Libya (0.36) as compared to Brazil (0.27) and Nepal (0.21). However,lhe
proportionof families havrng a single child death was found higher for Nepal as compared to

the data of other countries.

The average number of child deaths per tarnily lfft+<t-tlitt*]11fo, Libya, Brazil and
p

Nepal were found to be 0.53, 0.41 and 0.30 respectively. One of the applications of analyzing

such data through model is to estimate the number of child deaths if family size is known. For

example, if on an average total fertility rate (TFR) in Nepal is 4.1 (according Nepal

Demographic Health Survey, 2001), then expected child mortality would be around 73 per
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1000 live births (against the reported mortality rate 65 per 10@ live births) during ttre
preceding (0.4) years from the suruey date of NDHS. This is a close estimate of IMR (73) to
observed IMR (65). The lower observed value of IMR of NDHS data may be due to under
reporting in infant deaths in the survey or two different sources of data which are not
comparable [2]. Thus through such models if the size (TRR) of the family be known, child
mortality may be predicted for a givcn society.

4. Conclusions

It was found that the proposed geometic disribution and displaced geometric disribution
provided a suitable description of child deafrs at micro level (family level). The distibution
fitted satisfactorily well to several sets of sample data of Nepal, Libya and Brazil. So these
disnibutions may bc utilizcd to predict the risk of child deaths from a family in any society of
the county. The findings may help planners and policy makers for designing policies and
programs of a country.
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Table 2 Table 1 Observed And Expected Number Of{f'amilies According To The Number

Of Child lleaths In North Eest Libya (199q
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